ABSTRACT. Recently several authors have proved results on Ehrhart series of free sums of rational polytopes. In this note we treat these results from an algebraic viewpoint. Instead of attacking combinatorial statements directly, we derive them from structural results on affine monoids and their algebras that allow conclusions for Hilbert and Ehrhart series. We characterize when a binomial regular sequence generates a prime ideal or even normality is preserved for the residue class ring.
INTRODUCTION
Recently several authors have proved results on Ehrhart series of free sums of rational polytopes; see Beck and Hoşten [1] , Braun [5] and Beck, Jayawant, and McAllister [2] . In this note we treat these results from an algebraic viewpoint. Instead of attacking combinatorial statements directly, we derive them from structural results on affine monoids and their algebras that allow conclusions for Hilbert and Ehrhart series. This procedure follows the spirit of the monograph [6] to which the reader is referred for affine monoids and their algebras.
Our approach is best explained by the motivating example, namely free sums of rational polytopes and their Ehrhart series. The Ehrhart series of a rational polytope P is the (formal) power series E P = ∑ ∞ k=0 E(P, k)t k where E(P, k) counts the lattice points in the homothetic multiple kP; see Beck and Robbins [3] for a gentle introduction to the fascinating area of Ehrhart series.
One says that R = conv(P ∪ Q) is the free sum of the rational polytopes P and Q if 0 ∈ P ∩ Q, the vector subspaces RP and RQ intersect only in 0, and
It has been proved in [2, Theorem 1.4 ] that the Ehrhart series of the three polytopes are related by the equation
if and only if at least one of the polytopes P and Q is described by inequalities of type a 1 x 1 + · · · + a m x m ≤ b with a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ Z and b ∈ {0, 1}. We approach the validity of equation ( * ) by considering the Ehrhart monoid
The Ehrhart series is the Hilbert series of E (P) or, equivalently, of the monoid algebra K[E (P)] over a field K, and therefore standard techniques for computing Hilbert series can be applied. Ehrhart monoids are normal: if nx ∈ E (P) for some x in the group ZE (P) and n ∈ Z + , n > 0, then x ∈ E (P). The normality of a monoid M is equivalent to the normality of K [M] .
The free sum arises from the free join by a projection along the line through the representatives of the origins in P and Q, respectively, in the free join. The algebraic counterpart of the projection is the passage from the direct sum E (P) ⊕ E (Q) to a quotient M. By Corollary 2.5, M is automatically an affine monoid in this situation. However, the crucial question is whether M is naturally isomorphic to E (R), and this is the case if and only if M is normal. In terms of monoid algebras, the quotient is given by residue classes modulo a binomial. Therefore the validity of ( * ) can be seen as a special case of the preservation of normality modulo a binomial in a normal monoid algebra, for which Theorem 3.3 provides a necessary and sufficient condition.
In [2, Corollary 5.8 ] the intersection of RP and RQ in 0 has been generalized to the intersection of the affine hulls aff(P) and aff(Q) in a single rational point z ∈ P ∩ Q, and the corresponding generalization of ( * ) follows by entirely the same argument (Corollary 3.7).
Our discussion above shows that it is worthwhile to characterize when a binomial (or more generally a regular sequence of binomials) in an affine monoid domain generates a prime ideal (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3), or when even normality is preserved modulo such a binomial (Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4). Also the main reduction step in Bruns and Römer [9] is of this type.
It would be possible to mold the results of this note in the language of monoids and congruences, but the ring-theoretic environment is much richer in notions and methods, and results like Hochster's theorem on the Cohen-Macaulay property of normal affine monoid domains could hardly be formulated in pure monoid theory.
This work was initiated by discussions with Serkan Hoşten about [1] and then driven by the desire to prove the results of [2] and [5] in an algebraic way. We are grateful to Matthias Beck for directing our attention to these papers, and we thank Benjamin Braun, Serkan Hoşten, Tyrrell McAllister and Matteo Varbaro for their careful reading of a preliminary version and valuable suggestions.
INTEGRALITY
An affine monoid is a finitely generated submonoid of a group Z m . It is positive if x, −x ∈ M implies x = 0. For a field K the monoid algebra K[M] is a finitely generated K-subalgebra of the Laurent polynomial ring K[Z m ]. We write X x for the (Laurent) monomial with exponent vector x. Since the subgroup gp(M) of Z m generated by M is isomorphic to
is a Laurent polynomial ring in its own right . For an extensive treatment of affine monoids and their algebras we refer the reader to Bruns and Gubeladze [6] , in particular to Chapter 4.
A (multi)grading on a monoid M is a Z-linear map deg : A few more pieces of terminology and notation: we say that a nonzero x ∈ Z n is unimodular if x generates a direct summand. The cone generated by A ⊂ R n is denoted by cone(A), and aff(A) is the affine subspace spanned by A.
For the basic theory of zerodivisors, R-sequences and depth in Noetherian rings we refer the reader to Bruns and Herzog [7] . Theorem 2.1. Let K be a field, M an affine monoid, and x, y ∈ M noninvertible, x = y. Then the following statements (1) and (2) are equivalent: (1) and (2) are equivalent to
Finally, if in this situation M ′ is positively multigraded and ϕ(z) = 0 for all nonzero z ∈ M, then (1), (2) , and (3) are equivalent to
Proof. Let us start with the implication (2) =⇒ (1). First we prove that no monomial is a zerodivisor modulo X x − X y if (2)(a) holds. In fact, suppose that X z is such a zerodivisor. Then it is contained in an associated prime ideal P of X x − X y . But P is an associated prime ideal of any nonzero element of R = K[M] it contains (since R is an integral domain). Therefore P is an associated prime ideal of X z as well. Associated prime ideals of monomials are generated by monomials [6, 4.9] , and so P contains both X x and X y together with X x − X y . This is a contradiction since X x , X y is a regular sequence in the localization R P . It follows that (X x − X y ) is the contraction of its extension to the Laurent polynomial
after a suitable choice of a basis of gp(M).
For the converse we first derive (2)(a). If (X x − X y ) is a prime ideal, then no monomial can be a zerodivisor modulo X x − X y . On the other hand, if X y were a zerodivisor modulo X x , then it would be contained in an associated prime ideal P of X x . But such P is monomial and also an associated prime ideal of X x − X y . Thus it would be equal to (X x − X y ), which is not monomial.
(2)(b) follows from (1) since the primeness of the extension of [6, 4.32] ; also see Remark 2.2(c).
For the equivalence of (3) to (1) and (2) we note that the natural surjection from
− 1 (we consider Krull dimension here), and Ker ϕ is a height 1 prime ideal. So the natural isomorphism
For statement (4) to make sense, we need that ϕ(z) = 0 for all z ∈ M. This assumption implies that we indeed obtain a multigrading on M by setting deg z = deg ϕ(z). The equivalence of (4) follows by the same argument: one has
since X x − X y is homogeneous of degree g, and
if and only if the two algebras are isomorphic. (3) has been formulated in view of the applications below. If
Remark 2.2. (a) Condition
is Cohen-Macaulay or satisfies at least Serre's condition (S 2 ), for example if M is normal, then (2)(a) is equivalent to the fact that there is no facet F of cone(M) with x, y / ∈ F, or, in other words, every facet contains at least one of x or y. Indeed, in a ring satisfying (S 2 ) the associated prime ideals of non-zerodivisors have height 1, and the height 1 monomial prime ideals are exactly those spanned by the
is not only a domain, but even a regular domain if I is generated by binomials X x 1 − X y 1 , . . ., X x n − X y n such that x 1 − y 1 , . . . , x n − y n generate a rank n direct summand. By induction it is enough to prove the claim for n = 1, x = x 1 , y = y 1 . With respect to a of basis of Z d containing y − x as the first element,
For a finite subset A ⊂ Z m let the (automatically positive) monoid M(A) over A be the submonoid of Z m+1 generated by the vectors (x, 1) ∈ Z m+1 , x ∈ A. This type of monoid will play a special role later on, but is useful already now for the construction of examples. We generalize the theorem to sequences of more than two elements, leaving the generalization of (3) and (4) (1) and (2) are equivalent:
Proof. For the proof of the implication (1) For (2) =⇒ (1) we use induction for which the starting case n = 2 is covered by the theorem. Let 2.2(a) ). The only critical condition is whether X x n−1 , X x n is a K[M ′ ]-sequence since (2)(b) of the theorem is evidently satisfied. Let Q ′ be a prime ideal in K[M ′ ] containing X x n−1 , X x n , and let Q be its preimage in K [M] . Then Q contains the total sequence X x 1 , . . . , X x n , and we conclude depth K[M] Q ≥ n. But modulo the regular sequence X x 1 − X x 2 , . . . , X x n−2 − X x n−1 of length n − 2 the depth goes down by n − 2, and therefore depth K[M ′ ] Q ′ ≥ 2. This makes it impossible that X n is a zerodivisor modulo 
. ., X x n ), the same argument that has been used for (1) =⇒ (2)(a) shows that
The only problem is to lift regularity of the sequence to K [M] . We can no longer use the fine grading, but it is sufficient that there is a multigrading for which (i) Q ′ is the ideal generated by the noninvertible homogeneous elements, and (ii) X x 1 − X x 2 , . . . , X x n−1 − X x n , X x n are homogeneous. Then we are dealing with homogeneous elements in the * maximal ideal Q ′ of the * local ring K [M] . See [7, 1.5.15(c) ] that covers the case of positive Z-gradings; however, it is solely relevant that the grading group is torsionfree (Bourbaki [4, Ch. 4, § 3, no. 1]).
It remains to find a suitable grading. To this end we let U be the saturation of Z( (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = K [M] . But dropping this requirement and keeping only that x i is not a zerodivisor modulo (x 1 , . . ., x i−1 ) for i = 1, . . . , n is not the way out.
The ideal P generated by the X x i−1 − X x i is independent of the order of the x i , and especially its primeness does not depend on the order. However, the second property in ( 
In fact, K[M]/P is isomorphic to the polynomial ring in one variable over K.
This not really a surprise: in a non-local situation the fact that an ideal P is generated by a regular sequence of length 3 does not imply that every length 3 sequence generating P is regular.
The order that just made the generators of P a K[M]-sequence does always work: (2)(b) alone is equivalent to (1) , provided x 1 is a unit. Under this assumption all arguments remain essentially unchanged, except that the set of monomial ideals containing x 1 , . . . , x n is automatically empty.
(c) Binomial regular sequences in polynomial rings K[Z m + ] have been investigated in Fischer, Morris and Shapiro [10] and Fischer and Shapiro [11] .
We now turn to a situation in which the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are automatically satisfied. (B) .
Corollary 2.6. Let A and B be finite subsets of Z m such that A ∪ B is the free sum of A and B. Set x
= (0, 1) ⊕ 0, y = 0 ⊕ (0, 1). Then (1) K[M(A ∪ B)] ∼ = K[M(A) ⊕ M(B)]/(X x − X y ); (2) H M(A∪B) = (1 − T m+1 )H M(A) H M
Proof. We set M = M(A), N = M(B) and L = M(A ∪ B). Then the natural embeddings
. Both x and y go to (0, 1) ∈ L ⊂ Z m+1 , and therefore to a unimodular element in gp(L). It only remains to apply Corollary 2.5.
Remark 2.7.
We have formulated Corollary 2.6 for the fine grading. Since every other grading is a specialization of the fine grading, the formula in (2) holds for every coarser grading as well. In particular it holds for the standard grading on M(A), M (B) and
The formula in (2) was stated (for the standard grading) in [1, Lemma 10] without the factor 1 −T m+1 . Therefore some of the results in [1] need an analogous correction, but this only concerns the denominators of the Hilbert series appearing there, and the statements about the numerator polynomials remain untouched.
The construction of free sums has been generalized in [2] as follows. We consider subsets A and B of R m such that aff(A) and aff (B) (B) in the standard grading. The "correction" 1 − T 2 reflects that (2p 0 , 2) ∈ M(A) ∩ M (B) . (B) .
Proof. Since rank M(A ∪ B) = rank M(A) + rank M(B)
− 1 under our hypotheses, we are in the situation of Corollary 2.5, except that the unimodularity of x − y needs a different argument: it holds since (kp 0 , k) has coprime entries. (Note that we have not defined k by the condition that kp 0 ∈ M(A) ∩ M (B) .)
NORMALITY
Let P ⊂ R m be a rational polytope. Then the (ordinary) Ehrhart function is given by
and the corresponding generating function E P ∑ ∞ k=0 E(P, k)T k is the Ehrhart series. In order to interpret the Ehrhart series as a Hilbert series one forms the monoid
By Gordan's lemma E (P) is an affine monoid, and the Ehrhart series of P is just the standard Hilbert series of E (P). We define the multigraded or fine Ehrhart series (or lattice point generating function) of P by
It is tempting to interpret the results in Section 2 as statements about Ehrhart series. Such an interpretation is indeed possible and will be given below, but it requires further hypotheses. Let us consider the situation of Corollary 2.6 and rational polytopes P and Q in R m , such that 0 ∈ P ∩ Q, the vector subspaces RP and RQ intersect only in 0, and
Then we say that conv(P ∪ Q) is the (convex) free sum of P and Q (see Henk, RichterGebert and Ziegler [12] for further information). The free sum of polytopes can be constructed from the free join by projecting along the line through the representatives of the origins in the free join. Figure 4 illustrates this construction.
We would like to conclude that E R = (1 − T m+1 )E P E Q . This conclusion is equivalent to the fact that E (R) arises from E (P) ⊕ E (Q) via the construction in Corollary 2.5. In general this is not the case, even if the evidently necessary conditions are satisfied.
x y x = y FIGURE 4. From the free join of two line segments to their free sum Example 3.1. Let P ⊂ R 3 be the lattice polytope spanned by the points −(e 1 + e 2 + e 3 ), e i , e i + e j , i, j = 1, 2, 3, i = j (e i denotes the i-th unit vector). For Q we choose the interval [−1, 2] ⊂ R. Consider P and Q as lattice polytopes in R 4 = R 3 ⊕R. Then R = conv(P∪Q) is indeed the free sum of P and Q.
holds for trivial reasons, and using Normaliz [8] one checks that
. This can be checked by Normaliz directly or by inspection of the Ehrhart series:
As we will see in Corollary 3.6, this inequality is not a surprise.
In the following we will have to adjoin inverse elements to the affine monoid M; see [6, p. 62 ]. Relative to [6] 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be an affine monoid of rank d, K a field, and P a prime ideal in K[M].
Let Q be the (automatically prime) ideal generated by all monomials X x ∈ P and let F be the face of cone(M) spanned by all y ∈ M, X y / ∈ Q. Then the following are equivalent:
] is a regular ring; see [6, 4.45] . This follows from general principles that hold for * local rings; see the discussion in [6, p. 208] . Nevertheless a direct argument may be welcome. The crucial observation is that every (prime) ideal of R generated by monomials is contained in Q ′ = QR.
First we show that R is normal. To this end let R be the normalization of R. It is itself an affine monoid domain and a finitely generated R-module. The localization (R/R) Q ′ vanishes since R Q ′ is regular and thus normal. But then R/R vanishes since its support would have to contain a monomial prime ideal if it were empty. By [6, 4.45 ] factoriality of R is sufficient for (3), and it holds if all monomial height 1 prime ideals P ′ are principal (Chouinard's theorem [6, 4.56] ). But this follows by the same argument that shows normality: a monomial generating the extension of P ′ to the factorial ring R Q ′ must generate P ′ itself.
The key to results about Ehrhart series is the preservation of normality in the situation of Theorem 2.1. As we will see, normality depends on the height of monoid elements over facets: every x ∈ M has a well-defined (lattice) height over a facet F of cone(M), we denote it by ht F (x). It is the number of hyperplanes between F and x parallel to F that pass through lattice points and do not contain F; so ht F (x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ F. ( 
It is enough to show that K[M ′ ] satisfies Serre's condition (R 1 ) since (S 2 ) follows from Cohen-Macaulayness (see [6, 4. ∈ Q and (ii) X x , X y ∈ Q. In fact, Q contains either both monomials or none.
Somewhat surprisingly, case (i) does not imply any other condition on x and y than those occurring already in Theorem 2.1, which are satisfied by hypothesis. Let Q ′ be the ideal generated by all monomials in Q. We have 0 = Q ′ = Q since Q ′ contains monomials, but X x , X y / ∈ Q. Therefore all monomials outside the facet F of cone(M) corresponding to Q ′ are inverted in the passage to 
Now we turn to case (ii). We write the subfacet G of cone(M) corresponding to Q as the intersection of facets F ′ and F ′′ . Let Q ′ and Q ′′ be the corresponding height 1 prime ideals. Since X x and X y cannot occur together in Q ′ or Q ′′ , one of them, say X x , lies in Q ′ and X y lies in
Q is a regular local ring. Choosing bases in the summands, we write
outside the prime ideal generated by U and V . The residue class ring modulo X x − X y is regular if (and only if) X x − X y ∈ Q Q \ (Q Q ) 2 , and this is equivalent to ht F (x) ≤ 1 or ht G (y) ≤ 1.
For the converse implication (1) =⇒ (2)one has to reverse the arguments just used in the case (ii). First, the regularity of We draw consequences similar to those of Theorem 2.1. Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) In checking the equivalence of (1) and (2) in regard to normality, one notes that the critical subfacets of cone(M ⊕ N) are exactly the intersections F ′ ∩ F ′′ where F ′ is the extension of a facet of cone(M) not containing x and F ′′ extends a facet of cone(N) not containing y, and all such pairs (F ′ , F ′′ ) must be considered.
We want to state consequences for Ehrhart series similar to Corollaries 2.6 and 2.8. In the situation of the free sum (and similarly in that analogous to Corollary 2.8) one always has a homomorphism ϕ : E (P)⊕E (Q) → E (R) where R = conv(P∪Q). Set L = Im ϕ. By Corollary 2.5 we have H L = (1 − T m+1 )E P E Q . But L and E (R) generate the same cone in R m+1 (since R = conv(P ∩ Q)) and the same subgroup of Z m+1 (since (Z m ∩ RR) =
